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Have a business idea but don't 
know where to start?

 

Your first step is to create a 
business plan.

 

But how do you write one?
 

This pamphlet is FOR YOU then!
It contains the best advice and tips

on how to get started.

I have done the research for you and
found 10 great sources to help guide

you to a strong start.
 

I hope this resource guide helps you
on your journey as a business owner

so you can achieve your goals.



 Form over substance
 Empty claims
 Rumors about the competition
 Superlatives and strong adjectives
 Long documents
 Overestimating on your financial
projections
 Overly optimistic time frames
 Gimmicks
 Amateurish financial projections

What NOT to Include
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  10 Components of a Business Plan

 Know your competition
 Know your audience
 Have proof to back up every claim
you make
 Be conservative in all financial
estimates and projections
 Be realistic with time and resources
available
 Be logical
 Have a strong management team

10 Tips to Craft a Strong 
Business Plan
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4.

5.
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8. Document why your idea will 
    work
9. Describe your facilities and 
    location for performing the 
    work
10. Discuss payment options for 
    the investors

www.entrepreneur.com

 Mission and vision statement so you articulate
what you’re trying to create
 Description of your company’s product or service
 Description of how your product or service is
different from all the rest in the market
 Marketing research that discusses the market
you're trying to enter, competitors, where you fit,
and what sort of market share you think you’ll
secure.

1.
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5. Description of your management team, including 
    the experience of key team members and their 
    previous successes
6. How do you plan to market the product or service 
    through different sales channels?
7. Analysis of your company’s strengths, 
    weaknesses, opportunities, and threats, which 
    will show that you’re realistic and have 
    considered opportunities and challenges
8. Develop an income statement so you can 
    understand your present and future needs
9. Revenue projections through the management 
    and operational plans
10. Summary/conclusion that wraps everything 
    together (this also might be an executive 
    summary at the start of the plan)
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